Lower School Home Learning
Wednesday 10th June
Weekly Maths Tasks (Aim to do 1 per day)
 Practise your times tables on Times
Table Rockstars.
 Log on to the following website and
complete the 5 maths questions set
each day on Corbett Maths Primary
by clicking here. (Scroll down to find
June). There are 4 different levels –
silver is a good place to start but you
can decide if you need more or less of
a challenge. The answers are there
for you too.
 Practise counting forwards and
backwards from any given number in
31s.
 Have a go at playing Subtraction
Squares from NRICH. You can find
more information here.

Weekly Reading Tasks (Aim to do 1 per day)
 Challenge your child to read
something around the house that isn’t
a book. They can then complete their
Reading Record following this.
 With your child, follow a set of
instructions to make something. This
could be a paper aeroplane, a model or
some baking for example. Post
pictures or video on your Seesaw
class page!
 Have a discussion about what reading
with expression is (when you read
direct speech showing the emotion of
the character). How do you do it?
Choose an example from a book where
a character talks with emotion and
practise reading their words with
expression.

Weekly Spelling Tasks (aim to do 1 per day)
 Practise the year 3/4 spelling list
(pdf on website)
 Choose 5 words from the list and
complete the task below.

Weekly Writing Tasks (Aim to do 1 per day)



Discuss the answer with your family.
Write a discussion about this
statement.



Story task 1: Continue the story:

The forest became darker, the
light hidden by the creeping black
canopy above them. The smell of
the decaying leaves on the forest
floor suddenly became punctuated
by a sickly-sweet, almost hypnotic
smell as the siblings spotted a
yellow light between the trunks of
the trees in front of them.
“Shall we?” asked Hansel?


Story task 2:
Use the image to the left in a story.

